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THE SMART FACTORY TOGETHER

Country Hears ‘Make in
India’ Wake-up Call

W

hen the Prime Minister of India, Mr Narendra Modi,
announced the ‘Make in India’ programme on
September 25, 2014, the world took notice. Aiming to
place India on the world map as a manufacturing hub and give
global recognition to the Indian economy, the Government since
then took several decisions to make the plan a reality.
As per the National Manufacturing Policy, “the share of
manufacturing in India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has
stagnated at 15%-16% since 1980 while the share of comparable
economies in Asia is much higher at 25%-34%.” Moreover, a report
of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Commerce said
that, “the manufacturing sector has grown only by an average
of 1.6% in the last five years till 2015-16.” Make in India seeks to
change all this.
The Prime Minister has said that India has the unique
combination of democracy, demography and demand which
provide the right ingredients for rapid and sustained growth for
several decades.
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Now, the Government of India has set an ambitious target
of increasing the contribution of manufacturing output to 25
per cent of GDP by 2025. For this, it introduced several policy
measures in the Union Budget 2017-18 to provide impetus to the
manufacturing sector.
That the right noises are being made and they are making
an impact is reflected in the growth of FDI inflows in India’s
manufacturing sector which went up by 82 per cent year-on-year
to US$ 16.13 billion during April-November 2016. This proves
India has now become one of the most attractive destinations for
investments in the manufacturing sector.
Another very positive development is that Make in India has
increased the contribution of manufacturing sector to the GDP
by 7.6% in 2015-16 from the earlier 15%. Along with a tech-savvy
and educated population, skilled labour, robust legal and IPR
regime, and a strong commitment to calibrated liberalization, the
Make in India plan has taken off from the drawing board to the
factory to the market.

Industry 4.0 is a revolution that impacts every aspect of your business, and
Marposs is the partner you need at your side each step of the way.
Marposs solutions let you digitize everything from production to quality control,
creating an interconnected network that generates the Big Data that puts you
in command. Whether you’re an early adopter or just starting your journey,
Marposs is the partner you need to make Industry 4.0 a working reality.
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India’s Manufacturing
Sector to Regain
Past Glory

Government policies in India have never ever been favourable to
manufacturers as now. Machinemag takes a look at the scenario

I

ndia, the world’s biggest manufacturing
hub in ancient times, is poised for a big
leap in the sector with the Make in India
programme of the Central Government.
The conditions favouring such a growth
include a young population, low
dependency ratio, healthy savings and
investment rate and increasing integration
into the global economy.

squeezing costs, revamping management
and relying on new technology.

Indian economy has been witnessing
an average growth rate of 7% over the
last two decades. India is now expected
to become the fifth largest manufacturing
country in the world by the end of year
2020. Industry accounts for 26% of the
country’s GDP and employs 22% of the
total workforce. According to the World
Bank, India’s industrial manufacturing
GDP output in 2015 was the sixth largest
in the world.

The engineering industry of India is the
largest sub-sector of its industry GDP and
is one of three largest foreign exchange
earning sectors for the country. It includes
transport equipment, machine tools,
capital goods, transformers, switchgears,
furnaces, cast and forged simple to
precision parts for turbines, automobiles

India’s manufacturing sector has the
potential to touch US$ 1 trillion by 2025.
There is potential for the sector to account
for around 30 per cent of the country’s
GDP and create up to 90 million domestic
jobs by that year.

and railways. The industry employs about
four million workers. The engineering
industry of India includes its growing car,
motorcycle and scooters industry, as well
as productivity machinery such as tractors.
India is the 12th largest producer and 7th
largest consumer of machine tools in the
world.
New Trends
Now, the impetus of manufacturers in
India is on new product development
and R&D initiatives aimed at improving
product portfolio so as to increase
margins. Manufacturing segments are
also making investments in Tier 2 and Tier
3 cities in order to boost sales.

A recent study says new emerging
technologies such as Internet of
Things (IoT), mobility, social analytics,
cloud, Robotic Process Automation,
advanced robotics, autonomous or
semi-autonomous systems, 3D printing,
Artificial Intelligence, advanced materials
etc. will usher in a new era of innovation
and change for the manufacturing
industry, termed as Manufacturing 4.0.
However, the study adds that both
industries and IoT solution providers are
in their very early stages of IoT readiness.
Debate, development of legal frameworks,
standards, competition laws, institutional
mechanisms,
incubation,
capability
building, innovation, R&D etc. are needed
to make IoT, which holds tremendous
potential for Indian enterprises, a reality.
Make in India
With manufacturing emerging as one
of the high growth sectors in India, the
Prime Minister of India, Mr Narendra Modi,
launched the ‘Make in India’ programme
to place India on the world map as a
manufacturing hub and give global
recognition to the Indian economy. The
Government of India has set an ambitious
target of increasing the contribution of
manufacturing output to 25 per cent of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2025,
from the present 16 per cent.
With the help of Make in India drive,
India is on the path of becoming the hub
for hi-tech manufacturing as global giants
are in process of setting up manufacturing
plants here, attracted by India’s market
of more than a billion consumers and
increasing purchasing power.
FDI inflows in India’s manufacturing
sector grew by 82 per cent year-onyear to US$ 16.13 billion during AprilNovember 2016. India has now become
one of the most attractive destinations for
investments in the manufacturing sector.

Government Initiatives
The Government of India has
taken several initiatives to promote a
healthy environment for the growth of
manufacturing sector in the country.
Some of the notable initiatives and
developments are:
Introduced several policy measures
in the Union Budget 2017-18 to provide
impetus to the manufacturing sector.
Some of which include reduction of
income tax rate to 25 per cent for MSME
companies having turnover up to Rs
50 crore (US$ 7.5 million), MAT credit
carry forward extended to 15 years from
10 years and abolishment of Foreign
Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) by
2017-18.
u

The Union Cabinet has approved
the Modified Special Incentive Package
Scheme (M-SIPS) in which, proposals will
be accepted till December 2018 or up
to an incentive commitment limit of Rs
10,000 crore (US$ 1.5 billion).
u

The
National
Institution
for
Transforming India (NITI Aayog), after
its recent push for Rs 6,000 crore (US$
900 million) textile sector package, aims
to persuade the Government for similar
support in the manufacturing sectors
with large-scale employment generation
opportunities, such as electrical and
electronics engineering, footwear and
light manufacturing segments, which also
have export potential.
u The
Ministry of Labour and
Employment plans to relax compliance
measures for MSMEs by exempting them
from inspections related to key labour
laws in order to encourage entrepreneurs
to help promote manufacturing in India.
u

The Government of India plans to give
a big boost to local manufacturing by
introducing the new ‘Make in India green
channel’, which will reduce the time taken
for cargo clearance at ports from about a
week to a few hours without any upfront
payment of duties.
u

The Indian industrial sector underwent
significant changes as a result of the
economic liberalisation of 1991, which
removed import restrictions, brought
in foreign competition, led to the
privatisation of certain governmentowned public sector industries, liberalised
the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
regime, improved infrastructure and led
to an expansion in the production of fastmoving consumer goods.
Post-liberalisation, the Indian private
sector was faced with increasing domestic
as well as foreign competition, including
the threat of cheaper Chinese imports.
It has since handled the change by
8
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Gujarat government is planning to set
up an electronics products manufacturing
hub in the state, through its Electronics
Policy 2016, which will generate about
500,000 jobs in the electronics sector in
the next five years.
u

SETCO SPINDLES INDIA PVT.LTD. PUNE
CASE STUDY-IN SITU TAPER GRINDING MACHINE

The Ministry of Heavy industries and
Public Enterprises, in partnership with
industry associations, has announced
creation of a startup centre and a
technology fund for the capital goods
sector to provide technical, business and
financial resources and services to startups in the field of manufacturing and
services.
u

COMPANY HISTORY :
SETCO is owned by Holden Industries, Inc.,
a 100% Employee-Owned Company headquartered in Deerfield, Illinois, USA. Holden
Industries operates four wholly-owned subsidiaries which comprise four core business
areas .For over 100 years -- since 1912 -Setco has designed, built, and serviced precision spindles and is recognized worldwide
as a technical leader in design, engineering,
and manufacturer of precision spindles .

NITI Aayog plans to release a blueprint
for various technological interventions
which need to be incorporated by the
Indian manufacturing economy, with
a view to have a sustainable edge over
competing neighbours like Bangladesh
and Vietnam over the long term.
u

Ms Nirmala Sitharaman, Minister
of State (Independent Charge) for
Commerce and Industry, has launched the
Technology Acquisition and Development
Fund (TADF) under the National
Manufacturing Policy (NMP) to facilitate
acquisition of Clean, Green and Energy
Efficient Technologies, by Micro, Small &
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs).
u

The Government of India has asked
New Delhi’s envoys in over 160 countries
to focus on economic diplomacy to help
government attract investment and
transform the ‘Make in India’ campaign
into a success to boost growth.
u

2.We can set up this on machine table of
which spindle to be ground. This being
made with the help of 90º angle plate it
does not matter if the machine is vertical
milling or horizontal milling.

Government of India has planned to
invest US$ 10 billion in two semiconductor
plants in order to facilitate electronics
manufacturing in the country.
u

Entrepreneurs
of
small-scale
businesses in India will soon be able to
avail loans under Pradhan Mantri MUDRA
Yojana (PMMY). The three products
available under the PMMY include: Shishu
- covering loans up to Rs 50,000 (US$ 735),
Kishor - covering loans between Rs 50,000
(US$ 750) to Rs 0.5 million (US$ 7,500),
and Tarun - covering loans between Rs 0.5
million (US$ 7,500) and Rs 1 million (US$
15,000).
u

The Government of India has an
ambitious plan to locally manufacture
as many as 181 products. The move
could help infrastructure sectors such
as power, oil and gas, and automobile
manufacturing that require large capital
expenditure and revive the Rs 1,85,000
crore (US$ 27.75 billion) Indian capital
goods business. With impetus on
developing industrial corridors and smart
cities, the government aims to ensure
holistic development of the nation.
The corridors would further assist in
integrating, monitoring and developing a
conducive environment for the industrial
development and will promote advanced
practices in manufacturing.

 COMPANY HISTORY.
 INTRODUCTION OF IN SITU
TAPER GRINDING MACHINE
 SCOPE OF WORK FOR IN SITU
TAPER GRINDING
 BENEFITS OF TAPER GRINDING
MACHINE

IN SITU TAPER GRINDING MACHINE :
We had completed this project .Our trained
technicians can come to your facility to perform spindle taper grinding. Whether you
have a vertical or a horizontal machine, we
can grind your spindle taper .We will grind
your taper to its OEM shape and running
ability. The Whole IN SITU SPINDLE TAPER
GRINDING MACHINE Designed & assembled
by us.

Special points of interest: :

3. We ensures that we get less than 10
micron run out on mandrel at 300 mm
from spindle face. (NOTE: Run out depends on bearing condition)

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY

SCOPE OF WORK FOR IN SITU TAPER
GRINDING :
Many times it happens that spindle bearings
are good in condition, but spindle taper dis-

VIBRATION TESTING

4. We can grind only ISO/BT series taper
by this process and not HSK.
torts because of cutting forces or minor
accidents. In such a case, spindle can be
brought back to working condition just by
regrinding its ISO 40 or 50 taper
1.We achieve at least 90% blue matching of
taper.

5. It takes about 4 hours to 6 hours to
grind spindle taper.

ADVANCE BALNCING TESTING
Pune Office :

6. Cost saving through this process can
run in to lacs of rupees.
7. This machine for BT 40 belt driven
spindles is not at all cost effective.
8. We are responsible for spindle parameters and not end product quality

Setco Spindles India Pvt.Ltd.Pune
S.No.15/2,GKD Industrial Estate,D14/8,Nanded Village,Pune-411041
E-mail : RajeshM@setco.com
PradeepW@setco.com
Website : www.setco.com
FIND & FOLLOW US :
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Leaders in Standard
Machine Elements
Elesa + Ganter offers the
world´s largest range of
50,000 standard machine
elements and its products
are meant for almost all
the industries. It is a joint
venture between Elesa
S.p.A (Italy) and Otto
Ganter GmbH (Germany).
The company made its
first steps into the East
European market and
today covers more than 35
industrialised countries.
The company’s main office
in India is at Noida.
Mr. Ram Grover, Managing
Director of Elesa+Ganter
speaks on the company
and its products.

MODULAR STANDARD MACHINES
COMBINE VARIOUS
TECHNOLOGIES AND GENERATE
MODULAR STANDARD MACHINES COMBINE VARIOUS
FLEXIBLE LINE SOLUTIONS

TECHNOLOGIES AND GENERATE FLEXIBLE LINE SOLUTIONS
PRODUCTIVE

FAST

FLEXIBLE

COMPACT

Mr. Ram Grover
Managing Director
Elesa + Ganter offers the world’s largest
range of standard parts and machine
elements. Give us some details on the
origins and growth of the company as
well as your main product portfolio.
Elesa+Ganter is a commercial joint
venture between the two world leaders
of standard machine elements: Elesa S.p.A
(Italy) and Otto Ganter GmbH (Germany).
We offer the world´s largest range of
50,000 standard machine elements and
our products are meant for almost all the
industries.
Elesa +Ganter’s extensive product
range is proof of the typical cultural
background of both the mother
companies:
high
material
quality
combined with the best original design
and accuracy in production.
Our product portfolio of standard
machine elements includes: Operating
elements; clamping knobs; clamping
levers; u-handles; fixed, revolving, foldaway handles; control elements; rotary
12

controls; indexing elements; machine
elements; joints; levelling elements;
hinges; latches; hook; toggle and power
clamps; accessories for hydraulic systems;
tube clamp connectors; castors and
wheels; retaining magnets etc.
Can you mention some of the new
products you have brought out for
customers in India?
Elesa+Ganter range of products contribute
to improve the quality of the machines
and equipment they are destined to, so we
make sure that the wide assortment of our
products grows constantly through the
development of new products. We believe
in continuously searching for better ways
of doing things.
Continuously, we offer new innovations
in the existing product lines e.g.: spring
hinges for automatic return, crank handles
with retractable handle, linear actuator
connectors, stainless steel locking pins
with axial lock, offset tubular handles with

movable handle shanks, DVE new addition
in vibration damping elements, stainless
steel locking pins with axial lock, column
level indicators with MIN level electrical
sensor, slotted locknuts with thread
locking, stainless steel assembly pins, cam
action indexing plungers, swivel ball joints
etc. to name a few.
The Government of India has been
promoting the ‘Make in India’
programme. Please give your views on
the initiative
It’s an appreciable initiative. India is
well posed to ride the next wave of
manufacturing. Further, the rollout of the
much-awaited GST can be enabler for
‘Make in India’ facilitating higher degree of
ease of doing business.
We at Elesa+Ganter India are representing
standard machine elements from the
two world leaders: Elesa of Italy and
Ganter of Germany with manufacturing
units in those countries. Though we
are seeing increasing confidence in the

HIGHLIGHTS

+

Turning, gear hobbing, deburring / chamfering – including
automation, all from one resource.

+

Process example: Soft turning the 1st side, soft turning the 2nd side,
gear hobbing. Turnkey solutions for the complete process chain.

+
+

Modular machine integrated with automation.
This concept leads to easy line set up.

+
+

System requires less operators and provides easy maintenance.

+

The TrackMotion automation system performs the entire part
transportation process, including turning the parts.

+

The use of stacker pallets allows autonomous operation for hours.

Cycle times are minimized due to short travel distances for loading
and machining.

EMAG India Private Limited “Technology Centre” I No. 17/G/46-3 · Industrial Suburb I 2nd Stage · Yeshwanthpur I Bangalore · 560022 I Karnataka · India
Phone: +91-80-42544400 I Fax: +91-80-42544440 I E-mail: sales.India@emag.com I Website: www.emag.com
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manufacturing sector associated with
‘Make in India’ but at the same time we are
much more confident about the quality of
our products which has given us a long list
of precious loyal customers.
Kindly describe the main focus of your
operations in India. Also list the hurdles
you face in doing business here and
your views on solving such issues.
India is a growing market with extensive
scope for our products. We have been
serving Indian market for nearly a decade
now. Elesa+Ganter is a renowned name in
Machine Elements industry, Customers &
prospects know us by the quality of our
products. We are committed to promptly
respond to customer’s requirement.
In India, the rapidly changing market
demands require special efforts to
implement
new
technologies
at
competitive price, stipulated time frame
and user friendly ways with increasingly
specialiszed quality and performance
requirements. These factors are putting
enormous pressure on the machine
elements industry. With Elesa+Ganter’s
core strength in constantly developing
new products and varieties, opportunities
are plenty.
Can you describe your future plans in
India?
In the Machine Tools industry, there is no

other choice except to adopt advance
technology by innovation. The machining
demands in future would be so stringent
that only advance technology will be able
to meet them. We at Elesa+Ganter sensed
this well ahead of actual needs and have
already come up with new innovations in
the existing product range.
We are focusing on various industrial
shows to get closer to our prospects and
enhance our reach. Our well-educated
team of sales engineers and technical
managers along with strong and wide
network of authorised channel partners
ensures complete deliveries on time.

We are very much positive and would like
to continue with double digit growth year
on year.
You will be taking part in several
industrial exhibitions in India this year.
Can you give us some details about the
products you will be highlighting at
these events?

technological developments and get
an opportunity to initiate business
relationships with the new prospects. The
whole process results in contributing to
the overall business growth and forging
new relationship with clients.
In all the upcoming shows, Our Product
range on display would be:
l Operating
elements,
Machine
elements, Indexing Elements
l Clamping knobs , Clamping Levers
l U-handles, Fixed, revolving, fold-away
handles
l Control elements, Rotary controls ,
Levelling elements,
l Joints, Hinges, Latches, Hook, toggle
and power clamps
l Accessories for hydraulic systems,
l Tube clamp connectors, Castors and
Wheels, Retaining magnets etc.

Yes, we will be part of several industrial
exhibitions this year. These exhibitions
provide international platform for
manufacturers and traders to present their
innovative products and technologies.
Also, by participating in various shows
we will gain an insight into the latest
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Customised Solutions in
Nonconventional Technologies
Deburring process is very
critical, particularly in
Aerospace industry. The
nature of burr and amount
of burr depends on the
material and machining
or laser cutting process
adopted for making that
part.
The selection of
correct deburring process
is therefore very important.
Grind Master has more
than 30 years of knowledge
in deburring various kinds
of parts. The firm also
works with its partners in
Holland who have installed
their deburring machines
in Aerospace companies
worldwide like Boeing,
Airbus, British Aerospace.

Mrs. Mohini Kelkar, MD
Grind Master Machines Private
Limited offers a wide range of
customised special machines and
Robotic Automation for Defence
&
Aerospace
manufacturing
including deburring machines for
aerospace; Robotic Deburring Cells
for machined parts in Aluminium,
Titanium and Composites; Robotic
Deflashing & Fettling of Castings;
Superfinishing
machines
for
landing gear & actuator; and Flow
Forming Technology. In interview
with Machinemag, Mrs. Mohini
Kelkar, Managing Director,
of
the Aurangabad-based company
gives details about the products,
services, applications and matters
like Make in India.

With the Goverrnment of India
opening up the Defence & Aerospace
manufacturing to the private sector under
the Make in India initiative, Aurangabadbased Grind Master with its more than 30
years of experience in metal finishing &
deburring, dedicated R&D and customised
robotic solutions is fully equipped to cater
16

Composites.
to the various requirements from Defence
and Aerospace sectors.
Grind Master team, which has
developed the right blend of technological
and operational experience in meeting
the industry standard and system-specific
interfaces of the demanding Aerospace
and Defence sectors, is giving a major
thrust to meet these requirements.
Grind Master also offers Fully
Automated Cells using RMT series
machines and Handling Robots. This
system finds applications in prototyping,
foundry, art &sculpture &die/mould
industry.
Following the Make in India initiative,
investments in Defence and Aerospace
sectors are set to witness a huge increase,
resulting in rise in indigenous production.
More companies are investing in the
manufacturing sector.
Products& Services
Grind Master offers a wide range of
customised special machines and Robotic
Automation for Defence & Aerospace
Manufacturing.
They include:
1. Deburring Machines for aerospace -

2.
Robotic Deburring
Cells for machined parts in
Aluminium, Titanium and

3. Robotic Deflashing& Fettling of
Castings Grind Master has introduced in Indian
automotive sector roboticdeflashing&
fettling of castings and it has applications
in Defence& Aerospace.

4. Superfinishing machines for landing
gear & actuator parts – All sliding, bearing
& oil seal surfaces on shafts need high
quality finish which can be consistently
produced by the Microfinishing Machines
from the firm.
5. Flow Forming Technology Grind Master is now introducing Flow
Forming Technology together with its
Strategic Partners from US. For several
reasons, light weighting of parts has
become extremely important and
therefore the flow forming technology is
finding several applications in Defence &
Aerospace.
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DEBURRING OF AIRCRAFT ALUMINUM PARTS

Global Standard
The Machines & Robotic Automation that
the firm offersare of Global Standard.
Grind Master exports more than 60% of
itsmachines, mainly to Auto OEMs like
General Motors, Renault, Toyota, SAIC
&Dongfeng Group in China. It has received
EEPC National Award for Highest Exports of
Machine Tools in three consecutive years
and CII National Award for Innovation.
Based on reliability, energy efficiency
and competitive pricing, Grind Master
has a very strong footing in automotive
industry. The firm offers advanced
machines that are highly flexible and
energy efficient. Knowledge of deburr
ing&superfinishingprocesses
ensures
consistency in the quality of parts
produced.
The firm’s Machines and Robotic
Automation is designed to process a range
of parts produced in small or medium
volume but needing highly consistent
quality. It offers SMART Features like
Machine diagnostics, Tool management

systems, big data analysis,
and quick setup change.
Grind Master is now
focusing on Defence &
Aerospace sector which
needs
‘Customised
approach’- quality the firm has in sufficient
amount.
Quality Optimisation
The
firm
has
state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility to produce high
precision high quality parts that are
needed for its machines. It has excellent
R&D and design facilities to design &
engineer the machines and automation
required
for
specific
application
requirement. Having the knowledge of
advanced control systems and software,
it is now working with all the major robot
manufacturers. Grind Master hasa Process
Research Lab where the parts to establish
the right process of deburring& finishing
can be tested. This is extremely crucial
for Defence & Aerospace parts which
are often made of exotic materials and
composites.

ADVANCED CNC METAL FLOW FORMING MACHINES FOR
AEROSPACE ROCKET BODIES
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ROBOTIC MACHINING CELL FOR PROPELLER /
TURBINE BLADE GRINDING

Major Hurdles
To achieve more growth, Indian
companies need to look at new
opportunities created by Make
in India initiative. The opportunities in
Defence & Aerospace can be taken up only
by companies who have an innovative
approach and willing to invest in R&D.
Lack of R & D initiative is the biggest
hurdle faced by manufacturing industry,
feels the Grind Master team.
Core Technologies
The Government
can facilitate and
encourage technology tie-ups of Indian
manufacturers with foreign companies.
Thus core technology can be acquired and
customised to suit Indian requirements.
The Government can also assist in
acquisitions of technology-based foreign
companies, says the Grind Master team.

ROBOTIC DEFLASHING OF FORGINGS
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The art of piecing together

VERO E Compact
With an objective of
providing a valuecentric
product
to
the growing Indian
manufacturing sector,
lately SCHUNK Intec
India Pvt Ltd introduced
its latest Quick change
Pallet
System
that
promises return on
investment (ROI) in less
than three months.

T

oday’s market dynamics demand
shorter product life cycles making
it imperative for the manufacturing
companies to invest in flexible systems
and have the bandwidth to cope up
with changing machining requirements.
Identifying this need of the hour SCHUNK;
one of the pioneers in gripping systems
and clamping technology since last 70
years came out with its new offering “VERO-E compact GSE”. Tailored especially
for the Indian machine tool sector, it is
a modular quick-change pallet system,
which is suited for extremely fast resetting
of workpieces, clamping devices and other
equipment on 3, 4 and 5-axis machining
centres.
Aligned to needs
Elaborating in this context, Managing
Director, Satish Sadasivan, SCHUNK Intec
India emphasized that the new VERO-E
compact Zero point clamping technology
is not a catalogue product and is mainly
made to suit the requirements of the Indian
machine tool builders. He added, “We are
closely working with Indian machine tool
manufacturers and intend to serve them
better through quick changeovers on the
machines they currently use. With this we
plan to expand our presence in India.”
Quick change pallet systems have
20

enormous capacity. “Now we have a
system that is not only perfectly aligned
but also feature and approximately
two and a half times clamping force of
machine belt.”
Optimization is the key
Moreover, by reducing the retooling
times up to 90 percent, the system
facilitates in providing optimal utilization
of the machine capacity. Setting up
the workpieces outside the machine in
parallel to the processing time minimizes
downtimes enormously contributing to
cost savings. The set-up time ensures
higher machine running times and better
production from batch size 1. From the cost
saving point of view, the VERO-E-compact
GSE system is useful for producing small
batch quantities and comprehensive
range of workpieces. Its Turbo integration
feature helps to pull-down force thereby
increasing 300 percent for optimal
utilization of the machine’s performance.
Reliability matters
Creating a master trend, this system
is known for setting great production
variability. In recent scenario, when most of
the machines and technology come with a
less shelf life, these solutions guarantee a
larger life span and process reliability. To
add on, the system is moulded with a base
body and all functional components like

clamping pins and slides that are made
of hardened stainless steel, blending
forth modules that are completely
maintenance-free and hermetically sealed
against dirt, chips, and coolant.
All pneumatic modules can be
operated with a system pressure of 6
bars, without adhering on additional
pressure intensifiers. The machines allow
positioning via short taper, allowing
easy connecting interface with a repeat
accuracy of 0.005 mm. Its rigid clamping
operation helps to avoid vibration and
is equipped with a self-retained locking
system. For safety and security reasons,
the system operates on one consistent
clamping pin size for all VERO-E compact
GSE-modules and hence avoids danger,
confusion or incorrect operation.

The working of “VEROE compact” was
deftly displayed on DMG MORI’s state-ofthe-art technology “DMU 65 monoBLOCK,”
to its customers. The monoBLOCK series
has a machine concept for every sector
and every component produced is an
impressive masterpiece. According to Mr.
Satish Sadasivan – Managing Director,
SCHUNK Intec India Pvt Ltd, DMG MORI
offers very high-end machines and
SCHUNK takes pride in working together
to bring out a revolution in the machine
industry with its products.
Customer-centric
“All our products are synonymous
with good quality and speak for its
performance. We are proud to build a

support mechanism with a backup plan,
in the case of any technical issues or
break down, within the warranty period.
Fit and forget is the mantra behind
any SCHUNK products,” shared Satish
Sadasivan - Managing Director of SCHUNK
Intec India. Validating this point, General
Manager – Metal Products Power Transfer
Technology, Mersen India Pvt Ltd, B N
Chandrashekharaiah, mentioned, “We
provide Earth Return Current Units (ERCU)

to Bangalore Metro.
While working on
such a prestigious
project,
downtime
is the last thing we
can think of. In such
scenario, SCHUNK’s
gripping system does
wonders. Additionally,
SCHUNK
provides
good
after
sales
service.”
Alternately,
Titan
Industries Ltd began
the use of SCHUNK’s
product eight years
ago. Since then the
company has installed SCHUNK’s systems
on most of its machines. “These products
give excellent ROI. Within six months we
can see the benefits. In other words, it is a
worth investment,” noted Senior Engineer,
Titan Industries Ltd, Venkat Subramanian.
Director, Abhiyant Technologies Pvt
Ltd, Nagaraja BC also finds SCHUNK’s
products impressive. He further added,
“We strongly recommend SCHUNK
products to our customers, with batch
production requirements.” Agreeing to the
same, Senior Manager, Production, Ace
Multi Axes Systems Ltd said, “SCHUNK’s
technology as well as service is very
good. We have been using their products
since almost a decade. We have already
provided our requirements and placed
order for the latest Vero-E compact Cut
from the company.”
Expansion plans - Roadmap
In order to further strengthen relationship
with customers and educate them on
the company’s products, SCHUNK plans
to put forward a training program. It will
enable customers to use the company’s
products efficiently. Another assurance

that the company gives is to deliver
proper machining of workpieces, ensuring
the longevity of the products.
Superior Clamping & Gripping
SCHUNK is a competence leader
for gripping systems and clamping
technology. More than 2,700 employees
in 8 plants and 30 directly owned
subsidiaries ensure an intensive market
presence. With more than 11,000 standard
components SCHUNK offers the world’s
largest assortment of gripping systems
and clamping technology from one
source. Since 2012, Goalkeeper legend
Jens Lehmann is brand ambassador for
safe, precise gripping and holding.
Contact:
Satish Sadasivan, MD
SCHUNK INTEC INDIA PRIVATE
LIMITED
No 80 B, Yeshwanthpur Industrial
Suburbs, Bangalore – 560022, India
Ph.: 080-40538999
Fax: 080-40538998
Email: info@in.schunk.com
Web: www.in.schunk.com

Serving one and all
Widely acknowledged by myriad industry
sectors for its specialty in offering room
even to the smallest machine tables, the
company’s stationary clamping systems
ensure the micron-precise link between
the machine table and the workpiece.
Whether pneumatic, hydraulic, manual
or magnetic, SCHUNK is well-equipped
to provide tailored fitting solutions to
customers from wide-ranging industry
sectors.
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Designing Factories
of the Future
Mr. Anand Prakasam, Country Manager- EOS India, has been
with the firm since 1998, from the operational inception of EOS
in the country, and has built a strong team with an office based
in Chennai.
With over 22 years of experience in the industry, Anand has
supported the sales channel in South East Asia and Australia
from the nascent stages of the Additive Manufacturing
industry. His expertise lies in Technical Sales, Marketing,
Business Development and Operations.
Prior to joining EOS, Anand was the country head for
Helisys Inc. USA and worked with EDS Technologies and CADD
Centre India Pvt. Ltd. Anand is recognised as the best Metal AM
promotor in the country by RPSI & the Advisor at the Additive
Manufacturing Committee in India. He is the member of SAE
and Indo-German Chamber of Commerce. He graduated from
the Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, with a Bachelor’s
Degree in Engineering (Mechanical). He shares his views on AM
and related topics.
degree of product
customization even in
serial production.
Anand Prakasam,
Country Manager- EOS India
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is
considered an alternative to other
manufacturing processes. What are the
biggest myths about AM?
Additive Manufacturing is considered to
be a slightly expensive and complicated
process as companies do not completely
understand the technology. The general
perception is that it is only meant for the
production of prototypes rather than
enabling large-scale production, which
is not true. The strengths of Additive
Manufacturing lie in those areas where
conventional manufacturing reaches its
limitations. The technology is of interest
where a new approach to design and
manufacturing is required so as to come
up with solutions. It enables a designdriven manufacturing process - where
design determines production and not
the other way around. What is more,
Additive Manufacturing allows for highly
complex structures which can still be
extremely light and stable. It provides
a high degree of design freedom, the
optimization and integration of functional
features, the manufacture of small batch
sizes at reasonable unit costs and a high
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Conventional
manufacturing
methodologies used by the plastic
industry, like extrusion and moulding,
to produce specialist tools makes
the production process rather time
consuming, technically demanding and
expensive. Even highly complex forms
and designs with integrated cooling or
tempering channels are not a problem
for Additive Manufacturing. The EOS
technology enables the manufacturing
of conformal cooling channels resulting
in superior part quality, with reduced

cycle time and longer service life for
tools helping them overcome such
challenges. EOS facilitates single parts
or individualized serial products to be
manufactured swiftly, cost-effectively,
and flexibly, even in small-sized batches.
Conformal
manufacturing
process,
highly complex forms and designs
with integrated cooling or tempering
channels are not a challenge for Additive
Manufacturing.

Can
you
explain
the
recent
developments in the field of industrial
3D printing related to Aerospace
manufacturing?
There have been several use cases
that can help us exemplify how
Additive Manufacturing technology is
revolutionizing a change in the Aerospace
Industry. We have partnered with many
organisations on a global level to enable
the functional integration of parts and
to produce engines, flow measurement
probes and even critical parts for satellites.
There are many factors that need to be
considered for the implementation of AM,
increase the speed and agility of aircraft,
and the usage of better materials for
optimum temperature control. EOS AM
also enables the development of advanced
lightweight designs, which combine high
strength with a weight reduction of up to
60 per cent. The use of such innovative
components lowers fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. Over the entire service life
of a plane, they contribute to a significant
reduction of environmental impact.
One of the recent examples are
Vectoflow, where EOS technology helped
achieve an ideal design with maximum
endurance. One of the most successful
examples is MTU, where EOS technology
enabled a cost effective development of
an engine component for Airbus A320neo.

Recently, an EOS machine was used for
the design of HAL’s indigenous engine.
Can you give details?
HAL uses the EOS M 400 system for the
development of aero engine parts. For
their indigenous engine programme they
use the parts produced on EOS systems to
build several critical parts like the flame
tubes, stator segments, NGV and blades.
Before producing these parts, they took
several test coupons to test them in their
facility to affirm that the strengths match
their requirements. The typical materials
tested by HAL are T164, Inconel 718/625,
Aluminum etc.
Is there a shortage of specialized
people in AM? Do you need to recruit
new employees in order to use the
technology internally?
Additive Manufacturing is still at nascent
stage in India and the awareness is
minimal. Though there is an increasing
demand for better design, smart products
and innovative solutions, the technology
has seen adoption in sectors such as
automotive, aerospace, tooling and
manufacturing. It is heartening to see
how demand in the healthcare, medical

and dental segments
is increasing; however,
most of the sectors
are untouched. If we
look at human capital,
India clearly lacks the
required workforce with
the required expertise
in the industry. In
order to bridge the gap
between the potential
of the technology
and talent pool, EOS
has recently set up a
consulting and training
division
which
is
designed to speed up
a customer’s learning
curve to build up AM
expertise and to take
the
right
decision
when implementing this disruptive
technology. Additive Minds ensures that
the right information is shared rapidly and
pragmatically by a reliable network of AM
experts. The programmes are customized
to the needs of the organization and
according to their convenience providing
them with a competitive edge. This
advisory service helps customers to
overcome the hurdles they are facing
when they are introducing this new
technology and to solve their business
challenges, enabling the organizations
to enjoy the full potential of AM and
outperform competitors.
The service was added to EOS portfolio
two years ago and is now available to
Indian customers as well.
What advice would you offer to
organisations who are considering
adopting an additive manufacturing
process?
Before an organisation implements AM into
its processes, it should ensure a complete
understanding of the technology. Right
from developing applications, ramping
up production, better designs or ensuring

quality. Organisations should chart out an
AM roadmap before implementing the
technology for large-scale production.
The Additive Minds consultancy service
helps organisations understand the
benefits of AM and the value it can create
for the organisation. This division of EOS
also assists in developing high value
AM Applications, developing radical
innovations, redesigning parts or creating
completely new designs, integrating
advanced structures into your design
(e.g. Lattice) and optimizing specific
parameters for your application.
Secondly,
organisations
must
overcome the traditional ways of running
a business and approaching design
business by opening up to technologies
that can make their products and services
better. The shift can be achieved by
collaborating with right partners who
can help them achieve efficiency and
innovation. The shift is critical for any
and every business where manufacturing
is instrumental. We have many success
stories of brands and reputed companies
that have been benefiting from the use
of industrial 3D printing and that show
how their businesses have made progress.
Some of them can be read at https://www.
eos.info/case-studies
What is the single most beneficial aspect
of additive printing in an organisation?
We must understand that Additive
Manufacturing can be viewed as any
other manufacturing technology such as
casting, forging and machining. AM can
certainly add value for quite a number
of applications but not for every single
one. An application determines the
choice of the right technology and also
be a deciding factor for how it can be
manufactured - Additive Manufacturing
or traditional methods. The key to success
for any industry would be to acquire
knowledge to use this technology in
production facilities. Industrial
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Challenge Faced by Aerospace
Engineering Firm Solved
MJC Engineering develops a solution
that would spin form production-run
components out-of-round by 8½ to 9
inches in various aluminum alloy blanks
measuring up to 270 inches in diameter
and 5/8 inch in thickness, while holding
tight tolerances.
Using advanced technology
and
robotics for lipskin manufacturing
intended for 737 Max and 777X, MJC
Engineering has developed a unique
solution to an engineering challenge
brought to the company by GKN
Aerospace.
The lipskin is the highly-engineered
aerodynamic structure that makes up the
leading edge of jet engine nacelles.
Spin forming, like no other metalforming process, has the ability to form
very large and thick plates quickly and
accurately. When commissioned to build
a series of metal spinning machines for
use at GKN’s plants in Camarillo, California,
and Orangeburg, South Carolina, GKN
reached out to MJC Engineering, a custom
machine tool builder in Huntington Beach,
California.
MJC set about developing a solution
that would spin form production-run
components out-of-round by 8½ to 9
inches in various aluminum alloy blanks
measuring up to 270 inches in diameter
and 5/8 inch in thickness, while holding
tight tolerances. These were verified by
thermal imaging cameras and fedback by
the CNC for accuracy tracking. It was also

important to integrate the heating torch
for in-process adjustments.
Combining Old and New Technologies
GKN was confident that MJC Engineering,
as a specialist in metal-spinning machines
for applications such as sheet spinning,
flow forming, wheel spinning and rotary
forging, was the right partner for the
task. Its president, Carl Lorentzen, and
his team combine the same traditional
metal-forming process with modern CNC
and robotics to create the state-of-the-art
manufacturing process used to produce
laminar-flow lipskins for the engine
housings on latest-generation passenger
aircraft.
MJC also incorporated their state-of-theart hydraulic power unit with Variable
Speed Drive Technology, named Green
Hydraulic Power (GHP).
GHP units feature an advanced
control system and interface which
monitors and displays multiple KPIs and
vital metrics such as flow, temperature
and power consumption. GHP units are
fully Industry 4.0 ready and Internet of
Things compatible, ensuring that they
will integrate seamlessly with existing
or future factory floor networks and
protocols.
Adapting to the Challenges
Though highly efficient in operation, the
lipskin CNC metal-spinning machines
built by MJC Engineering and currently
located at GKN in California and South

“The Indian Defence Manufacturing
Industry will start buzzing shortly
with lot of activity either through
the Offsets programmes or through
the Government’s push for Make In India,” says M. LokeswaraRao,
Managing Director of Lokesh Machines Limited.

Carolina are reliant on the precise and
consistent application of heat throughout
the metal-forming cycle. Even the slightest
variation in heating would contribute to
undesirable results in the formed part.
Until recently, manufacture of
these lipskin components relied upon
human intervention to control the direct
application of heat throughout the spinforming cycle. While this method could
certainly produce a functional part, the
associated variations in part consistency
created downstream difficulties and
challenges in subsequent fabrication
and assembly operations. In the past,
lipskins were produced by other methods,
including draw forming, bulge forming
and drop hammering. The spin-forming
and machining techniques now used at
GKN have been found to reduce overall
manufacturing time and tooling costs
while improving part consistency.
In an effort to reduce variation in the
CNC spin-forming process to support
high-rate programs such as those for
latest-generation aircraft, GKN Camarillo
joined forces with MJC Engineering in
Huntington Beach to create an automated
CNC solution. That solution is now a reality
and consists of robots that apply heat in a
precise and absolutely consistent manner,
tied directly to a program that shapes the
part. This careful interplay between the
heating and spin-forming operations is
made possible by the Sinumerik 840Ds
lCNC, which integrates and monitors
every movement between the spinning
machine controller and the heating robot
controller, resulting in a smooth-flowing
production scenario with perfect timing
and high marks for efficiency, according to
GKN.
In operation, the machine takes
the overhead crane – loaded 270-inchdiameter blank, fixes it to the mandrel
with the tailstock of the machine, rotates
it on a 150-hp motor-driven spindle and
then progressively applies heat via the gas
torch on the robot arm. Thermal imaging
cameras closely monitor the heat readings
over the entire surface to create multiple
control zones.
When inconsistencies are detected, the
heat is appropriately adjusted in realtime
by the controllers. The heated material is
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A Complete Range of
Metal Cutting Machines

M. Lokeswara Rao
Managing Director,
Lokesh Machines Limited
Quality, Reliability
Rao explains the superiority of the
products produced by his firm regarding
quality, reliability, energy efficiency as well
as manufacturing cost. “We take immense
pride in our Quality and Reliability. It’s
exactly this virtue that brings back more
than 80% of repeat business. Almost
through the entire product lifecycle, our
machines maintain the accuracies and
consistency. Our specialised application
teams work closely with the customer in
recommending solutions which would
eliminate import of high-end machines
and thus help customer profitability.”
Describing how quality optimisation in
manufacturing, he says: “We have tried
and tested tools for Quality Management.
then formed over the mandrel into the
desired size, with out-of-round conditions
ranging from 8½ to 9 inches, typically. On
board Simatic S7 PLC technology controls
the various mechanisms, while the CNC
integrates and feeds back all data to the
PLC.
Continuous Innovation
Each MJC machine involved in this project
also incorporates Sinamics drives and
Simatic motors. As electrical engineer Don
Hebert explains,“There are seven axes of
motion controlled by the CNC. We created
custom screens for teach-in and playback
on the machine to facilitate faster
commissioning and troubleshooting onsite for the GKN operators.”

Rao, when asked about the machines, tools, products and technologies
his company contributes to the Indian Defence and Aerospace
manufacturing industry, said: “Regarding product line-up, we are
having the complete range of Metal Cutting Machines i.e.;Vertical
and Horizontal Machining centres, Drill Tap centres, Turning centres,
Vertical Turning Machines and Multi Axis Machining centres. These
machines are ideal for machining of Round or Prismatic parts to the
best of the accuracies and efficiencies.”
Further, we also ensure there is no
compromise on the input materials that
go into the building of our machines. Of
course, Quality starts from the Design
itself.”
Interest Rates a Concern
On the major hurdles faced by the
manufacturing industry in achieving
maximum growth, Rao says: “To start
with, there’s the issue of unequal interest
rates i.e. the interest rates of global
manufacturers in their respective countries
vs. the interest rates in India. Secondly, the
overseas people have the luxury of getting
an LC at the time of placement of order
while the Indian players have to settle
with practically 90% of the payment after
the equipment delivery. Then of course
And the technology is advancing
quickly. Per Carlson, MJC Engineering vice
president and general manager, adds,
“From the time
we built the first
machine
for
Camarillo to the
latest machine in
Orangeburg, we
have transitioned
to
newer
technology;
that’s
how
fast things are
moving.”

there are challenges of logistics etc.The
hurdles are multifold and hopefully all
these would be ironed out in the coming
years to help us be competitive.”
Suggestions
On the suggestions he can offer to the
Government regarding the measures it can
take to promote the Indian manufacturing
sector, Rao lists the following:
1) Provide a favourable interest regime;
2) Create a level playing field;
3) Encourage innovation; &
4) Give tax breaks to companies investing
in skill development and manufacturing
excellence, which Rao says is a
considerable cost outgo for all companies.
flow forming, rotary forging and wheel
spinning machines.
(www.mjcengineering.com)

MJC
also
offers a complete
line of spinning,
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PIONEER OF
‘Strength Engineering Design’

Viraj Kalyani,
Founder & Chairman of Kalyani Studio,

A

global design firm launched
recently in Pune. Executive director
of Kalyani Forge (KFL) and nephew
to Baba Kalyani, chairman and managing
director of Bharat Forge, Viraj has a keen
understanding of manufacturing and the
forging business. Considering himself a
disrupter in the engineering solutions
space, Viraj is keen on championing the
Government of India’s mission of ‘Make in
India’ with his pioneering vision of ‘Design
in India’ through Kalyani Studio.
Viraj is a turnaround specialist and
a champion of change management,
leadership development and lean
philosophy. While leading Kalyani Forge,
a 1,000-person organisation from the
age of 22, over a short time span, he
brought steady growth in cash flows,
the true success milestone of a lean
transformation, enhanced facilities and
new business orders worth Rs 70 cr or 30
% of existing revenues in the company.
Viraj is known for his highly
professional approach when it comes to
management and strives to benchmark
with the best in the world. He has
developed an internal system called the
‘Kalyani Operating System’ to scale up
and systematize operations and meet
increasingly complex demands from
customers with ease. He is an avid reader
and is inspired by work. He speaks on his
new venture and plans for the future.
Can you briefly explain what inspired
you to launch Kalyani Studio?
While working with Kalyani Forge, I always
had the urge to start a new company
which would address the issues of the
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future. While I got a lot of insights from
the manufacturing world and various
other industry sectors, there were a lot
of conversations with clients from OEMs
(original equipment manufacturers),
where they were asking for manufacturing
design inputs and product design inputs
to improve the strength-to-rate ratio
and other such things. Basically, a lot
of insights from customers and OEMs
where we understood that there is a gap
between the design and manufacturing
and engineering worlds.
What we do at Kalyani Studio is look
at functional performance of under-thehood components, the things that you do
not see necessarily. For instance, take a car
where there are lots of components that
you do not see but that’s what gets the car
moving such as the transmission systems,
suspension systems, power train - all those
are ‘under the hood’ which will be worked
on. We also work on the exterior with the
focus of high strength, not just styling as
you know, because there are designs firms
that just specialise on styling.
At Kalyani Studio, we look at the
inherent strength properties of physical
products and at improving their
performance. We believe that the world
needs high strength because there are
many reasons in forming this requirement
like ‘sustainability’. Sustainability is very
important, you need design that can last
long and have a less carbon footprint.
There’s also a greater need for comfort in
terms of physical comfort when people
use any vehicle. Also, there’s been a rise
in safety regulations, so you have robots
that have to perform lot of heavy duty
tasks and activities, so this requires an
entirely new discipline of engineering
design which is strength engineering.
We at Kalyani Studio are creating this
new discipline and this new category all
together from ground up.
In which all sectors do you see the
maximum potential for engineering
design in India?
High strength products are present
everywhere and require a high level of

performance. To a large extent, these
are under-the-hood products and
applications that withstand tremendously
challenging physical conditions like
forces, motion, temperature and time.
Kalyani Studio is therefore building a
new ecosystem and category of highstrength engineering and design to cater
to OEMs across all industries like railway,
aerospace,
automotive,
agro-tech,
construction equipment etc. The next
wave of growth has to come from design
which in my opinion is the natural logical
progression for the sector.
Kindly mention how your venture
would contribute to the Make in India
initiative of the Government of India?
One of our purposes to start as a business
and to exist as a company is to create new
high-tech jobs and to create new high
technology in India. We want to promote
design in India, thereby championing the
‘Design in India’ initiative of the ‘Make in
India’ campaign of the government.
With Kalyani Studio we want India
to manufacture innovative products
which are designed by ourselves. I
believe that we should not be sceptical
of our own talent pool because we
have a billion people and that’s a huge
strength. We need to start creating those
opportunities to be in alignment with
‘Make in India’ which is creating jobs in the
manufacturing industry.
What would be your focus area now?
What plans have you for the future?
Kalyani Studio is undertaking work with
various industries, specifically with OEMs
who have their own products and work
with their R&D and innovation teams.
We will be developing an ecosystem for
prototyping and testing activities which
will unravel over a longer period into the
future. Currently, we have tied up with
IIT Mumbai, so we have a collaboration
on high strength engineering with their
Mechanical Engineering Department.
In the future, we want Kalyani Studio
to present our innovations as our own
products and patents. Both tracks have
to be simultaneously running, one is the
programmes and projects of OEMs and
second our own innovations and our own
products for the future.

Aviation Blade Grinding,
Polishing to Perfection
SKB Machine Tools represents partners
IMM Maschinenbau and Nissei who
offer high precision and micron-level
accuracies
Machine models MTS & SPE from IMM
Maschinenbau - the partners of SKB
Machine Tools - for aviation engine blade
grinding and polishing are a big game
changer globally with names like RollsRoyce, GE, Pratt & Whitney, Snecma etc. In
India, companies like Bhart Forge, among
others, have embraced this unique six-axis
automated blade grinding and polishing
technology.
The same machines are used in
grinding and polishing of turbine blades
as well.
SKB’s Japanese partners Nissei’s double
disc grinding technology is a market
leader in India and Asia, apart from Europe
and USA. Nissei caters to auto component
industry for engine components, bearings,
oil pump & compressor parts, braking
industry etc. Nissei machine models V7C,
V5C, V5PD, V570PDR, VP4S, VP355, V5P,
H5TH etc. are some of the workhorse
models serving many industries which
need highly reliable and precise double
disc grinding technology.
Superiority of Product
IMM Maschinenbau
(Germany): The firm
offers a unique oneof-a-kind technology
which
has
no
competitor. Quality
and reliability are
approved and is a
standard for global leaders like Siemens,
GE, Toshiba, Snecma, Rolls-Royce and
Boeing with repeat orders. Its unique
and special machines have the capability
to reduce manufacturing costs through
lower tooling (abrasive belt) costs, lower
energy costs and elimination of manual
labour leading to better consistencies and
repeatability, which is a prerequisite in a
critical industry like aviaton, not to speak
about cycle time which is faster three
times exponentially. This process frees up
capacity for the previous milling process.
Nissei Industry Corporation (Japan):
Nissei double disc grinders have many

patented features which give them the
special ability to achieve the extremely
difficult requriements of customers.

Parallelism and flatness capabilities
are within a few microns which speak
volumes of the quality of materials used
as well as the precise of assembly of the
machines. Customers like Honda, Toyota,
Denso, Nachi, Riken, TP, Shriram Pistons,
Federal Mogul Group, India Pistons,
Endurance Technologies, Brembo Brake,
NBC Bearings etc. are customers with
repeat orders.
No Compromise on Quality
SKB Machine Tools achieves quality
optimization for its products based on
the output requirements of the customer
based on which the quality of sub
assemblies and parts like CNC system,
drives, mechanical parts, pneumatics,
machine base/bed are decided and a final
supply chain is decided upon.
The company says it represents partners
who offer high precision and micron-level
accuracies, hence quality will always be
given first priority even when there is a
challenge to lower costs. Considering the
criticality of severe tolerances and fine
accuracy requriements of industries like
aerospace and auto industry, there can
be no compromise in terms of machine
manufacture
with
the highest of quality
standards,
says
the
company.

Mr. Rajesh Ramaswamy,
Director, SKB Machine Tools
Machine Tools team.
It offers a few suggestions to the
Government to promote the Indian
manufacturing sector. The Government
seem to be heading in the right direction
now, says SKB. The Gujarat model is
one which can be followed across India
though each state has its own challenges,
resources etc. Opening up more industries
will of course have its own advantages,
according to SKB Machine Tools.

Overcoming Hurdles
Certain
unfavourable
government policies ,
a market which is not
stable at all times, plus
the uniqueness of the
Indian market in terms
of decision making,
buying patterns, land
acquisition hurdles etc.
are some of the issues
by manufacturers in the
country, says the SKB
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ROLLS-ROYCE & GRSE

R

Agree To assemble MTU Engines in India

olls-Royce and Garden Reach
Shipbuilders & Engineers Ltd. (GRSE)
have agreed the final assembly of
MTU Series 4000 engines in India. The 12V
and 16V 4000 M90 type engines will be
assembled in GRSE’s Diesel Engine Plant in
Ranchi. An option for the local production
of parts in the future was also agreed.
The engines have a rated power of 2,040
and 2,720 kW, respectively, and will be
installed in various naval vessels built by
GRSE. The agreement includes the transfer
of MTU technology related to assembly,
testing and painting. GRSE is one of India’s
leading shipyards and part of the Indian
Ministry of Defence as a Defense Public
Sector Unit (PSU). MTU is a brand of RollsRoyce Power Systems.

Rear Admiral (ret.) V K Saxena, Chairman
and Managing Director at GRSE, said:
“This agreement strengthens our longstanding and successful partnership with
MTU. It is an important contribution to our

good quality products at lower cost than
the industry benchmark,” says Mr. Devesh
Sahney, MD, NIBL.

indigenization programme in line with
the government’s Make in India strategy.
We plan to take forward the partnership
between GRSE and MTU partnership and
to achieve 40 percent indigenous content
progressively for MTU 4000 series engines.”
Praveen Mohan, CEO, MTU India, said: “We
are delighted to continue and deepen our
co-operation with GRSE. India is one of the
most important growth markets for MTU.
MTU has demonstrated its commitment
to India as a location for business and
investment for many years through the
Engineering & Research Centre and Global
Purchasing Office based in Pune as well as
earlier licence agreements with GRSE. We
look forward to making further engines in
India.”

In the modern manufacturing environment, process control
and quality assurance depend increasingly on the performance of
Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs). Today, CMMs have replaced
traditional methods of inspection with gauges and fixtures, thus
reducing the time and manpower required in quality control operations.
However, thorough understanding of concepts, measuring uncertainty,
GD&T, right probing method etc. are very crucial for getting reliable
results from any CMM.
A hands-on training programme in CMMs organized by Indian
Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association will be held in Bengaluru
during June 12 – 16.
The focus areas of the event are:
• Introduction to CMM and proper useof CMM
• GD&T – Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing
• Using CMM for dimensional checking and validation
• User Interface – PCDMIS
• Advanced options in using CMM
• Use of interchangeable clamping systems for quick set up of parts
• Do’s & Don’ts while using CMMs
• Case studies & group discussions
• Hands-on practice and group exercises on CMM.
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Optimisation

Rear Admiral (Retd.)
V K Saxena, Chairman and
Managing Director of
GRSE and Knut Müller, Head
of Marine and Government
Business at MTU

Making CMMs More Familiar

For registration contact: S Vinay Kumar
Tel : 080 6624 6761 ; Mobile : +91 9886331231 ;
email : vinay@imtma.in

Total, Cost-effective
Bearing Solutions

MTU and GRSE have a long-standing
relationship spanning over three decades
which started with the assembly of MTU
Series 538 and 396 engines, also at the
Diesel Engine Plant (DEP) in Ranchi.
Since 2004, GRSE assembles Series 4000
engines in India from components and
parts sourced from MTU. The now agreed
assembly is significantly more complex
than the work done previously. GRSE’s
DEP has already assembled more than 100
MTU engines.
The Indian government’s strategy for
strengthening the Indian economy
– called “Make in India” – is gaining
prominence in India for all naval and land
defence projects. The agreement between
MTU and GRSE is in line with this strategy.

Tolerance Stack-up
Analysis to Cut Costs

Manufacturing process, productivity and cost are often determined
by component tolerances. If components are incorrectly toleranced,
it leads to assembly problems. Too tight a tolerance leads to higher
cost. Designers are expected to tolerance components optimally.
Dimensional variations in production parts accumulate or stack up
statistically and propagate through an assembly kinematically, causing
critical features of the finished product to vary. Such variations can
cause costly problems, requiring extensive rework or scrapped parts.
A programme on Tolerance Stack-Up Analysis will be organised
by Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association in Bengaluru
during June 21 – 23.
The focus areas are:
• Introduction to Tolerance Stack-Up Analysis
• Part & assembly stacks using coordinate dimensions
• Part & assembly stacks using run out
• Part & assembly stacks using profile
• Part & assembly stacks using positional tolerance (RFS)
• Part & assembly stacks using tolerance (bonus & shift)
• Stacks using form & orientation
• Introduction to Statistical Tolerance Stack-up Analysis
For registration, contact: Mary George
Tel : 080 6624 6512 ; Mobile : +91 9886331231;
email : mary@imtma.in

Mr. Devesh Sahney, M.D.
NRB
Industrial
Bearings Limited
(NIBL) is a leading
manufacturer of
ball and roller
bearings
for
the industrial market. Manufactured
at its world-class facility in Shendra,
Aurangabad, NIBL works with OEMs
and end-users to increase uptime while
keeping the costs down. With a panIndia sales force, a wide distribution
network of more than 75 distributors
and industry-engineering support, NIBL
gives its customers the advantages in
an increasingly competitive market
scenario. The company’s well-equipped
R&D centre focuses on new product
development, creating high value
as a solution provider to industrial
customers. NIBL’s manufacturing range
constitutes spherical, cylindrical, needle,
ball bearings and housed units. It serves
various customers across India and in the
European market, focusing on industrial
segments like power transmission,
material handling, textile, industrial
electrical and general machinery.
With a competent team of around 300
employees, the firm is geared up to
cater to the changing needs of industrial
customers across the globe.

N

RB Industrial Bearings Limited (NIBL)
provides solutions for reduction
of friction in every machine like
special purpose machines, machine tools
etc. It manufactures all kinds of bearings
and accessories, including super precision
bearings which can be supplied to Indian
defence and aerospace manufacturing
industry. NIBL’s range includes deep
groove ball bearings, spherical roller
bearings, needle roller bearings, housed
units, angular contact ball bearings, linear
guides and super precision bearings,
among others.
NIBL offers cost-effective bearing
solutions. “Our bearings are at par with
European bearing manufactures. The
dynamic load ratings of the bearings
made by us are directly proportional to the
life of the bearings and are comparable
with world-class leaders in the industry.
Sub-zero heat treatment facility provides
unique value addition to our bearings like
long life. Our R&D facility is recognised
by the Government of India and we are
developing import substitutes for various
items. The ISO 9001 certified quality
system and good process capability and
controls we have installed meet customer
requirements. Indigenous technology
along with trained and experienced staff in
bearing industry allows us to manufacture

“We have in-process and post process
controls in the manufacturing system
and ensure that process and machine
capability are measured and maintained.
We undertake preventive maintenance
of machines in the third shift according
to a defined plan so that the health
of machines is maintained in order to
produce quality products. We also have
a machine refurbishment section to
periodically upgrade machines to the
latest standards. Since quality of tools
plays an important part in maintaining
product quality, we have an in-house Tool
Manufacturing facility with state-of-art
machines. We train our people to develop
multi skills and measure effectiveness.
Our input raw materials are sourced from
world-class suppliers to ensure quality. In
brief, this is how we optimise quality in
manufacturing,” he says.
Challenges, Suggestions
According to NIBL, a major challenge
it is facing is developing new products
at affordable cost. Other
issues
include financing cost for new product
development and building the inventory
for these items. Another challenge is
investment for good technology and
machinery.
The NIBL team offers the following
suggestions to the Government regarding
the measures it can take to promote the
Indian manufacturing sector:
1. Make the technology available at 		
affordable cost;
2. Financing cost to be lowered for 		
startups like our company;
3. Indian manufacturers to be given
preference as supplier in defence 		
sector;
4. Skilled manpower to be made available
for the industry.
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THE PRODUCTION
OF TOMORROW

MO Hannover 2017 – to be held from
September 18 to 23 this year – will be
building bridges between academia
and the business community. The world’s
premier trade fair for the metalworking
industry will be showcasing the entire
bandwidth of today’s most sophisticated
metalworking technology, which is the
heart of every industrial production
process. The fair will be presenting the
latest machines, plus efficient technical
solutions, product-supportive services,
sustainability in the production process
etc. The principal focus of the EMO
Hannover is on metal-cutting and forming
machine tools, production systems,
high-precision tools, automated material
flows, computer technology, industrial
electronics and accessories.
The EMO Hannover 2017 is exploring
new approaches for strengthening
mutual feedback between the academic
and business communities. In line with
the EMO’s motto of ‘Connecting systems
for intelligent production’, the German
Machine Tool Builders’ Association (VDW)
is organising the Industry 4.0. Special
Show area, on which Fraunhofer and
university-affiliated research institutes
of the German Academic Society for
Production Engineering (WGP) will
be showcasing the latest advances in
networked production technology.
Besides the WGP (a grouping of
leading German mechanical engineering
professors), representatives of the
industrial sector will be showing what
solutions they have already implemented
in practical form. In an accompanying
presentation forum, eminent academics
will be elucidating their latest research
results and firms will be spotlighting
their competences in regard to the smart
factory concept.
Academia Goes Public
The approximately 650 m2 of the Industry
4.0 area is located in Hall 25. On more than
a third of this area, nine prestigious WGP
institutes will be presenting examples
of their research projects and providing
insights into the factory of the future. With
its total of 39 institutes, the WGP exhibits
expertise covering the entire field of
production technology.
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Academics from Munich and Stuttgart, for
example, will be showcasing the ‘BaZMod’
project financed by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF). The motto of ‘Component-Friendly
Machine Configuration in Production
Operations
Using
Cyberphysical
Additional Modules’ (in German
abbreviated to ‘BaZMod’) involves
expanding
the
presently-known
interfaces, for example. Up to now,
interfaces between an intelligent tool
and a machine’s control system have
been executed differently by each

The transfer of product-related
information to the production people,
too, is frequently document-centred and
is often delayed until an advanced phase
of planning for the CTP. This makes it
more difficult and time-consuming to
plan the cybertronic production system
(CTPS). Within the framework of mecPro2,
a model-based systematised planning
methodology has been developed for CTP
and CTPS, enabling integrated planning
to be assured for both product and
production. Man-machine interactions
will be spotlighted on the stand of the
team from Aachen, who will be presenting
the results of various government-funded
research projects, e.g. on augmented
reality and man-robot collaborations,
plus radio-based application-friendly
technologies. The exemplary process
will, for instance, show interaction with
a lightweight robot, the creation and
production of an individual order, and the
continuous provision of information by
means of innovative interfaces.
Showcasing Practical Solutions

manufacturer. In the shape of ‘BaZMod’,
the academics will be presenting solutions
for a standardised interchange of data
and energy between a smart tool and the
production environment.
Results from the specialised research field
of ‘Gentelligent Manufacturing’ will be
spotlighted by researchers from Hannover,
who will be showcasing a ‘feeling’ machine
tool and new approaches in the field
of sensor technology, like modularised
microsensors and sensor-based clamping
technology.
Magnetic
magnesium
alloys, an innovative high-frequency
communication system for the production
operation, and teaching-free process
monitoring will also be spotlighted at
their stand.
Simplifying Procedural Complexities
In the field of simulation, academics
from Kaiserslautern will, for example,
be showcasing results from the BMBF’s
‘mecPro2’ project, which was completed
at the end of 2016. Cybertronic products
(CTPs) are complex
systems, whose development is still often
document-centred even nowadays.

Besides research, plenty of space will also
be devoted to practical applications in the
Industry 4.0 area. On around 400 m2, firms
will be presenting to the public their very
latest solutions. Here, too, the bandwidth
is broad, ranging from machine tools and
logistics to the relevant software.
Exhibits will include a data processing
solution based on machine learning,
suitable for integration with industrial
communication protocols. A demo robot
cell featuring a virtual display of a software
package for automation
solutions, including a control unit, will be
exhibited. A tool dispenser system and a
pallet handling system in conjunction with
a bookkeeping software package will also
be on show. And not least, the Industry 4.0
area will be focusing on digital business
platforms as well. The multifaceted
products and solutions from exhibitors
in the Industry 4.0 area will do more than
merely provide visitors with a glimpse of
production technology’s future; they also
guarantee specialist mutual feedback with
experts of an international community.
For more information:
www.emo-hannover.de

India Innovation
Summit 2017
in Bengaluru
on July 13-14

T

he Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) is
organising its annual flagship event, the 13th India
Innovation Summit (Exposition) 2017, on July 13
and 14, 2017 at Hotel Lalit Ashok, Bengaluru. The theme
of the 13th India Innovation Summit is, ‘The New Wealth
of Nations - Innovation and Intellectual Capital’.
The two-day conference comprises inaugural,
plenary, valedictory sessions on both the dates. Day
One will conclude with a banquet session followed by
networking cocktails and dinner. The banquet session
will also feature an award distribution ceremony to the
winners of a competition among engineering students.
The sectors to be covered include aerospace,
automobiles, life sciences, virtual reality and augmented
reality, and agriculture. Under aerospace, projects on
new materials for aero structures, pilotless aircraft, new
age fuels, re-entrant technologies and guidance will be
exhibited. Interesting innovations in the other sectors will
include self-driving cars, genomics, hydroponics etc.

Ultra-compact 3D
Sensor from Zeiss
Numerous visitors witnessed the Industrial Metrology solutions
offered by Zeiss at this year`s Control Show held in Stuttgart, Germany
from May 9 to 12.
Zeiss presented the optical 3D digitizing systems based on the
fringe projection and laser scanning technology. For the first time, the
ultra-compact 3D sensor ZEISS COMET L3D 2 was demonstrated in two
different versions.
The entry solution ZEISS COMET L3D 2 Base featuring two different
fields-of-view provides best measuring results. This mobile and easyto-handle sensor is suitable in its base version as entry solution in
optical measurement. The transportable system is ready for the next
measuring task in a short time.
For brochure, to get a first impression of the system onsite, and for
more information on the company’s other product lines visit website
optotechnik @ zeiss.com or INTEC 2017 booth no. B-98, in hall C,
June 1-5 in Coimbatore.

Gopalakrishnan, Chairman, India Innovation Summit & past President,
CII; Mr Kamal Bali, Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council; Mr Sanjeev
Sharma, Vice Chairman, CII Karnataka State Council; Ms Rekha M Menon,
Chairman & Senior Managing Director, Accenture India; Mr Lars Stenqvist,
Group Chief Technology Officer, Volvo Group, Sweden; Ms Vidya Laxman,
Director, Tesco India Pvt Ltd; Mr K R Sanjiv, Senior Vice President & CTO,
Some of the invited speakers are, Mr Priyank Kharge, Wipro Technologies; Ms Manisha Sriraman, Managing Director, Accenture
Minister for IT & BT and ST, Government of Karnataka; Technology; Ms Debarati Sen, Managing Director, 3M India Limited; and
Mr Gaurav Gupta, IAS, Principal Secretary, Department Dr Gopichand Katragadda, Group CTO, Tata Group.
of IT, BT and S&T, Government of Karnataka; Mr Kris

Lathes for Heavy Duty Applications
Bengaluru-based SriYantra Engineers (P) Ltd, in a statement,
has said it offers ALPHA Horizontal Bed Heavy Duty Precision
CNC Lathes. Provided with Rigid Cast Iron Legs / Bases,
Alpha CNC lathes are robustly constructed for heavy duty
applications, said the company.

These lathes are available in Centre Heights ranging from
200 mm to 800 mm and Admit Between Centres from 500
mm to 6,000 mm. ALPHA CNC Lathes are equipped with
Fanuc / Siemens / Mitsubishi CNC Systems, Ball Screw and
Servo Motors for X & Z Axes and variable speed spindle drive
through a gearbox for high torque at low RPM.
With options of Manual /
Hydraulic Chucking System,
4-way toolpost / 8-Station Turret,
Manual / Hydraulic Tailstock, Chip
Conveyor etc., these machines
offer great flexibility and are
suitable for batch production of
a wide variety of components.
Over 300 units of ALPHA CNC
Lathes have been installed across
India, said the company. Sales
and service support is available
pan India, it said.
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EMAG Offers Solutions
for Entire Process Chain

M

odular EMAG machines allow
the construction of an entire
production line from modular
building blocks. The new sprocket
production line is an example. Sprockets
are found in every modern engine and
need to be produced by the millions,
while still maintaining the highest levels
of quality
Complete manufacturing solutions are
now in greater demand than ever. Until
a few years ago, production steps were
broken down into sub-processes, and
production lines were implemented with
different tool manufacturers. Nowadays,
however, the demand is almost always
for a complete solution. Machine tool
manufacturers can consider themselves
lucky if they have a wide enough
technological basis to meet the demand
for such solutions by themselves. EMAG
is one such manufacturer who specializes
in implementing solutions for the entire
process chain.
No one else has mastered the
separation of complex production
processes into easily manageable subprocesses like the company from Salach,
Germany. One reason this is possible,
is that the modular EMAG machines
that allow the construction of an entire
production line from modular building
blocks. The new sprocket production line
is an impressive example.
Sprockets are found in every modern
engine and need to be produced by
the millions, while still maintaining the
highest levels of quality. This precision is
important to keep the wear of parts to a
minimum, since essential components
such as camshafts depend on their

function. High productivity and high
quality are no longer incompatible,
as demonstrated by EMAG with their
sprocket production system - built entirely
from modular machines.
Perfectly Linked Modular Machines
“We have separated the machining process
for sprockets into four easily manageable
sub-processes”, says Björn Svatek, Sales &
Marketing Director, Modular Solutions, at
EMAG.
“In OP 10 and OP 20, we use the VL 3
DUO dual-spindle vertical turning centre
to machine both sides of the sprocket
blanks. In OP 30, we do the gear milling
on our VL 4 H gear hobbing machine.
The final deburring of the finished
sprocket in OP 40 is done on our VL 2 RC
chamfering and deburring machine. The
fact that we can run the entire machining
process on modular machines from our
Modular Solutions line demonstrates the
outstanding flexibility and performance
of this series — which also comes at a
more than fair price”, says Björn Svatek.
In addition to the modular machines,
EMAG also uses the TrackMotion
automation system, designed specifically
for this machine type. “With our own
automation system, called TrackMotion,
we can interlink our modular machines in
a very simple and efficient way. It includes
the TransLift, a workpiece gripper that runs
on a rail system immediately behind the
machining area, practically right through
the machines, and allows for efficient
and direct parts transport between the
machines. It flips over the parts between
operations and then places them on the
stackers, which are pallets for stacking
the finished parts. This enables us to fit a
very large number of finished
parts in a very narrow space,”
Svatek explains.
“A

From raw parts to finished sprockets in less than 40
seconds—what the new EMAG production system
can do.
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“Ease of handling was a priority to the
system developers. This starts with
the loading of the production system
where we have a separator that the

compact
and
simple design, combined
with maximum productivity
was our goal during the
design of this production line,
and the high satisfaction level
of our customers proves to
us that we have achieved our
ambitious objectives,” he says.
Details of the Production
System

The gear hobbing unit by EMAG KOEPFER provides for high
torques and a fast gearing process.

The powerful working spindle and
12-post tool turret allow for the rapid
machining of the blanks.

fast and precise machining processes — made possible by the
direct drive (torque motors).The vertical gear hobbing machine
and the vertical chamfering and deburring machine feature
proven technology by EMAG KOEPFER, the gear specialist of the
EMAG Group. The powerful milling unit of the VL 4 H provides
rapid feed rates, and matches its modular sibling machines in
productivity. For chamfering and deburring of the sprocket, a
choice is available between press deburring, or the chamfer cut
procedure. Which method is used depends on the workpiece
geometry and, of course, customer preference.

blanks, currently in the form of cutoffs,
are simply dumped into. From here,
the parts move to the integrated part
magazine of the VL 3 DUO dual-spindle
vertical turning centre. These integrated
part magazines are part of the pick-up
automation system, a feature of each
modular machine by EMAG. The modular
machines are fully automatic within
themselves. The working spindle loads
itself from the integrated part magazine,
moves to the machining area to perform
the operation, and afterwards deposits
the machined workpiece back to the part
magazine, where the next piece is already
waiting to be processed. From here, the
above described TrackMotion automation
system picks up the piece and deposits
it on the integrated part magazine of the
next machine. That way there is virtually
no idle time since the transport of parts
between machines runs simultaneously
to the machining operation, and therefore
has no impact on cycle times. The working
spindle itself only takes a few seconds to
load and unload,” says Svatek.

“With this sprocket production system, EMAG demonstrates
once again the flexibility and performance of its modular
product range. With this system, we produce sprockets in less
than 40 seconds by means of our modular machines. For our
customers, this means that the production system is available
at very short notice and at an extremely attractive price”, says
Svatek.

Highly Efficient Machining Technology

Nadine Crauwels has been appointed as
the new President of Sandvik Coromant
and will be responsible for continuing
to develop the company as the leading
supplier of tools, tooling solutions and
know-how to the manufacturing industry.

In addition to achieving maximum
performance in automation technology,
EMAG has made sure that the machining
technology will also contribute to the high
productivity of the production line.
For example, the VL 3 DUO machines
feature powerful 18 kW working spindles
with a torque of 77 Nm. In combination
with 12-post tool turrets (choice of VDI or
BMT interface), optionally equipped with
driven tools and Y-axis, the results are both

“Never has it been easier to build production lines than with
our Modular Solutions, in combination with our TrackMotion
automation system. I am convinced that whoever has seen such a
machine, or a line of these machines, in operation will be thoroughly
impressed. Everything is just right: quality, productivity, and price,”
he says.

Sandvik Coromant appoints new President
product management and production
introduction and also as Sandvik Coromant
Manager for Switzerland. Nadine joined
the company in 2000 and has more than
22 years’ experience in the manufacturing
industry.

Nadine has a solid background with
Sandvik Coromant, having previously
worked as Vice President and Head of
Customized Solutions and Strategic
Relations. She has had roles within sales,

“I am very pleased that Nadine will take
on this new role since she is a solid and
modern leader with extensive knowledge
and experience from our industry. Her
leadership, along with the strong team in
Sandvik Coromant, makes me feel highly
optimistic for the future development of
Sandvik Coromant,” says Klas Forsström,
President of Sandvik Machining Solutions,
who previously held the position as
President of Sandvik Coromant.
“This is very exciting and I am looking
forward to this new opportunity to
continue to develop this fantastic
company. Sandvik Coromant is in a great
position already today with leading
products and solutions that deliver value to
our customers around the world. Sandvik
Coromant is driven by highly skilled
and committed employees dedicated

to supporting our customers. With the
Sandvik Coromant Management team I
will make sure we will execute our strategy
to lead the industry forward and together
shape the future of manufacturing,”
says Nadine Crauwels, “My focus will lie
on securing the continuity of Sandvik
Coromant’s success and strengthening
our role as market leader.”
Sandvik Coromant
Part of global industrial engineering
group Sandvik, Sandvik Coromant is at
the forefront of manufacturing tools,
machining solutions and knowledge that
drive industry standards and innovations
demanded by the metalworking industry
now and into the next industrial era.
Educational support, extensive R&D
investment
and
strong
customer
partnerships ensure the development of
machining technologies that change, lead
and drive the future of manufacturing.
Sandvik Coromant owns over 3100
patents worldwide, employs over 7,900
staff, and is represented in 150 countries.
For more information visit www.sandvik.
coromant.com
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Handwheels with Unique Design
Elesa+Ganter’s wide range of standard
machine elements has enlarged its
handwheel product range with GN
923 and GN 924, thus meeting the
ultimate in design and appearance.
The entire range is made of plasticcoated aluminium and is available
either as spoked handwheels or as
disk handwheels. A removable plastic
lid covers the fixing elements such
as washers or recessed or protruding
shafts.

The GN 923 and GN 924 models
are available with or without revolving
handle. The GN 923.3, GN 923.7, GN 924.3
and GN 924.7 models are used when
the revolving handle is not to jut out
temporarily. In the working position, the
folding handles of the GN 923.3 and GN
924.4 handwheels are locked in a conical
bore. To fold back, the handle must first be
pulled out of the cone in axial direction.
A pressure spring holds the folding
handle in both positions. It automatically
engages again when folded out.

The GN 923.7 and GN 924.7 and
wheels are used for operations where the
folding handle must not be allowed to
lock in the working position. To move the
folding handle to this position, it must
first be swivelled by 90° against a torsionloaded spring and then pushed in axial
direction into the arresting assembly
against spring tension. Fixed in this
position and maintaining the axial force,
the folding handle can then be used for
cranking. Once released, the pressure
spring moves the folding handle out of
the arresting assembly and the torsion
springs swivels it back again.

Modern handwheels –
both in disk-type
and spoke- type
design

Operating
Elements
Wide Range

Toggle Clamp Product Range Expanded
Latch-type toggle clamps such as vertical
and horizontal acting toggle clamps
have been a permanent feature of the
Elesa+Ganter’s wide range of standard
machine elements for over 30 years. The
expansion of both toggle clamp genres
make them the ideal solution for an even
wider range of applications.

Safety Hooks Keep the Toggle
Clamp Closed Securely

GN 820.3 horizontal acting toggle clamps
and GN 851.3 and GN 852.3 latch type
toggle clamps provide a new function:
an additional lock prevents inadvertent
detachment caused, for example, by
vibrations or incorrect operation. When
the toggle clamp is closed, the additional
safety hook automatically locks and holds
the lever in a closed position. The spanner
can then be opened, or rather, detached
through a simple one-hand operation.
The safety hook on the horizontal acting
toggle clamps is operated by the index
finger, while for the latch type toggle
clamps it is opened by pressing from
above with the thumb.

Including Spindle
with Rubber Tip

Assembly

parts. The possibility of including an
adjustable spindle with a rubber tip is
a new option. Until now, these had to
be ordered separately as an accessory,
for example as the GN 708.1 standard
part. The spindle assemblies included in
the set correspond to the standard sizes
most commonly used – should a specific
configuration be required, this can of
course be ordered separately,” said a
statement from the firm.
The spindle assemblies described above
are also available for GN 810 (vertical
acting toggle clamps), GN 812 (with
dual flanged mounting base), GN 820
(horizontal acting toggle clamps), as well
as for the GN 860 (pneumatically operated
spanner) models.

As previously, Elesa+Ganter’s
horizontal
and
vertical
acting toggle clamps leave
no wish unfulfilled, says the
company. “We offer horizontal
or vertical mounting bases,
as an assembly kit or as a
U-bar or solid bar versions.
These components have long
served as reliable standard
34
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